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Nueva Dia Joya Linda 
With FEMALE cria! 

ARI #31495622 

 
 

Medium Brown Female Huacaya + Cria (proven – has three ARI 
registered offspring + new female cria born 6/5/14) DOB:  5/17/08 
Sire:  Our Peruvian Schurzo  Dam:  Cappuccina 
Heritage:  7/8 Peruvian, ¼ Accoyo, 1/8 Chilean 
Cria’s sire: Goldrush’s Stone Cold Stunner, ARI # 31555333  

This foundation female has it all! Bright, dense, crimpy bundles of 
fleece with the genetics, conformation and mothering skills to back it 
up! Joya (“Hoya”, means "Jewel" in Spanish) carries the Peruvian 
genetics of Augusto, My Peruvian Blakely (grandson of Caligula & Pperuvian 
Leon), and Matador. She has soft, medium-amplitude crimp from her neck to her 
flank and is maintaining a nice hand with 23.1 micron.  Crias gain ½ lb/day!! 

Blackjack of Salt Creek 
ARI#: 31115261 

 
 

True Black Male Huacaya (proven – has several ARI registered offspring; 
Reserve Champion – Halter, 3x Blue Ribbons) DOB: 10/16/2008 
Sire: Pride of America  Dam:  Dewey Meadows Black Magic 
Heritage:  ¾ Peruvian, ¼ Chilean 

Bright, crimpy, SOFT, luxurious black fiber - with a "stylish" (awesome!) typey 
head (full fleece!) and absolutely flawless conformation with a show record to back 
up this claim!  His fiber is fine, yet dense.  Proven to pass on phenotype, fineness, 
fleece coverage and strong conformation to his offspring.  Alpaca Blast-off Spinoff 
2012 of 91 pts. Genetic ancestors: Lanark’s Expresso, Drambuie, Dom Timbo. 

Salt Creek’s Cedar 
ARI # 30013994 

 
 

Medium Brown Male Huacaya (proven – has several ARI registered offspring; 3x 
Fleece Champion, 4x Blue Ribbons)  DOB: 8/22/2005 
Sire: T Peruvian Trophy  Dam:  Bolivian Amity B306 
Heritage:  ½ Peruvian, ½ Bolivian 

Need lasting FINENESS and consistent micron?  At age 7, Cedar earned yet 
another color championship!  A CHAMPION produces a CHAMPION! He is still 
very soft and has good density and staple length.  He's holding a 22.1 micron 
fleece with a 18.8 CV at age 8 - beautiful soft hand and great staple length!  Cedar 
has improved the fineness, density and consistency in the micron with solid bone 
structure and great fleece coverage with all his offspring we've evaluated! 

Kotori of Nueva Dia 
ARI #32186918 

 

Medium Brown Male Huacaya (unproven)  DOB: 8/23/12 
Sire:  Keme Kohana of Salt Creek  Dam:  Cappuccina 
Heritage:  7/8 Peruvian, 1/8 Chilean 

Kotori has a tall square frame with soft hand, especially dense fiber, 
low amplitude / high frequency crimped fleece and a nice handle.  
Kotori’s pedigree is loaded with color - fawns, browns, blacks, and 
even a gray or two!  Royal Inca Legend, Kilimanjaro, Matador, 
Drambuie, Caligula, Leon.  He was 19.1 micron @20 months!  Eye-
catching presence will catch your attention in any group!  He’s easy 
to handle and approach; he will usually stand still without restraint while you touch 
him.  However he’s not overly friendly or in your personal space. 

This is not a disbursement sale, nor a herd reduction!  Our small herd has several related siblings and offspring to these 

proven foundation alpacas.  We are offering our best for sale to share these genetics with others and allow for new 

bloodlines to be introduced to our high-quality, core production herd. 
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